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Abstract. This article discusses the phenomenon of auxiliation, which is considered to be 

one type of grammaticalization where lexical words change their nature and demonstrate 

grammatical functions. Auxiliation appears as a universal phenomenon and analyzed both in 

English and Uzbek languages. 
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ФЕНОМЕН АКСИЛЯЦИИ КАК ЭЛЕМЕНТ ГРАММАТИКАЛИЗАЦИИ В 

АНГЛИЙСКОМ И УЗБЕКСКОМ ЯЗЫКАХ 

Аннотация. В данной статье рассматривается явление аксиляции, которое 

считается одним из видов грамматикализации, при котором лексические слова меняют 

свою природу и демонстрируют грамматические функции. Ауксилация предстает как 

универсальное явление и анализируется как в английском, так и в узбекском языках. 
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            INTRODUCTION 

Strictly speaking, grammaticalization is referred to as a type of language change whereby 

grammatical items come into being: lexical words or constructions, in specific contexts, come to 

acquire grammatical functions, and once grammaticalized, can continue to develop new 

grammatical functions. 

According to Newmeyer, grammaticalization is a complex phenomenon which comprises 

changes such as phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic modifications
. 

It was 

Antoine Meillet who coined the term “grammaticalization” and first applied it to the concept for 

which it is still used today. Modern studies in grammaticalization began in the early 1970s with 

the work of Givon, who argued that in order to understand language structure one must know 

how it has evolved. With his slogan “Today‟s morphology is yesterday‟s syntax”, he opened a 

new perspective for understanding grammar.  

But in this paper we will merely draw our attention to auxiliation as one of the main 

aspects of grammaticalization process as it is our primary concern.  

Auxiliation is the process of development of auxiliary verbs out of lexical resources. This 

term was firstly coined by Benveniste.   

Many researchers have been arguing on the universal character of the auxiliaries. Steele 

writes the followings: “To call AUX a universal category is not to argue that every language will 

choose it. But the overwhelming majority of languages in this particular language sample do; 

Southeastern Pomo is the one exception”.Abraham also lists the languages such as Latin, Greek, 

(early) Gothic, and Old High German among those without auxiliary verbs.   
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Basic to work on  grammaticalization is the concept of a “clin”. From the point of view of 

change, forms do not shift abruptly from one category to another, but go through a series of 

small transitions, transitions that tend to be similar in type across languages. 

METHOD AND METHODOLOGY 

The characteristics of grammaticalization can be summarized by phonetic, 

morphosyntactic, and semantic properties as follows:  

- desemanticization: lexical verb loses most or all of its lexical semantics  

- decategorialization: lexical verb loses salient morphosyntactic properties of a verb   

- erosion: lexical verb tends to be phonetically reduced. 

Warner lists four characteristics of auxiliaries which developed in the 16th or 17th 

centuries:  

a) cliticization (is - 's, will - 'll, etc.) except: ought, used, dare, need 

b)  tag questions (..., isn't it?, etc.)  

c)  exclusively VP complements except: “have” possess, “be” 

d)  not reduced to suffix n't (isn't, etc.) 

The famous possessive have is still an ordinary auxiliary for many speakers in the UK but it 

is exceptional in its valency (taking an object rather than a VP complement). This usage persists 

in most of the UK giving forms like the following: 

1. They've a car.  

2. Have they a car?  

3. They haven't a car 

In the Germanic languages, many modal verbs derive from Proto-Indo European 

preterite-presents, i.e. original full verbs whose inherited perfect form was used with stative 

present function. Among them are OE can(n) „know, be able‟, sceal „owe‟, mæg „be able‟. These 

verbs developed a past tense inflection of their own, which made them morphologically highly 

irregular. Their syntax was still that of common verbs in Old English. During the Middle English 

period, however, they developed those syntactic peculiarities which make them constitute the 

syntactic category of modal verbs; and as such the verbs can, shall, may and others appear in the 

16th century. 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

Historically “must” was a past –tense form and contrasted with present-tense “mot”, a 

tense contrast which survives in High German (muss “has to” vs. musste “had to”). Almost all 

Germanic modal verbs – for example English can, may, shall – go back to preterite present 

verbs, which had lost their potential to refer to past events in pre-Old English times. They had all 

special morphology, which became even more special over time, particularly in English, whose 

central modals constitute probably the most highly grammaticalized verb class in Germanic, if 

not the languages of the world. 

Through grammaticalization, the historical past tense forms must, might, would, could, 

should, ought (to) also largely lost their potential to refer to past events in most context by late 

Modern English. The meaning of these modal verbs shifted from past-time marking to others, 

usually more abstract grammatical domains such as hypotheticality and irrealis (would, should in 

conditional clauses) or politeness (would, could). And those that still retain the possibility of 

referring to a past event are neither unusual and need contextual clues (Krug, 2011): 
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- I could (was able to) swim when I was a kid.  

- We would often go for a swim when we were kids.  

Here is a table with a list of modals that were used as lexical verbs in Old English.  

Table 3 

 
Auxiliary do is often called `periphrastic' do because it has no meaning independent of 

the meaning of the construction concerned; the only reason for using auxiliary do in Modern 

English is because the syntax requires an auxiliary and no other auxiliary is needed by the 

sentence's meaning. Do fills the gaps where non-auxiliary verbs are not allowed and where other 

auxiliaries are not needed. In Middle English, in contrast, Do had no special role because 

auxiliary and non-auxiliary verbs could be used in much the same ways. 

Table 4 

 
Examples of the older grammatical form are still found in popular song, verse and even 

political speeches. For example, the children‟s ditty, He loves me, he loves me not demonstrates 

negation without do-support. 

Theories concerning the emergence of do-support are too numerous to list in their 

entirety. The prototypical theory asserts that, periphrastic do evolved out of causativedo, from 

the West Germanic root, don and before that from the Proto-IndoEuropean root, dhe, which 

means to put, place, do or make.  

Hudson makes the following conclusions about the appearing of auxiliary “do” which 

are, to our belief, could be applied to “have” and “be” as well: 

a)  Auxiliary do is introduced, allowing the option of using an auxiliary without changing 

the meaning.  
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b)  Adverb-preposing make subject-verb inversion awkward for verbs modified by adverbs, 

so auxiliary do comes to the rescue.  

c)  Further functional pressures exploit auxiliary do to help speakers to avoid ambiguities in 

questions that contain an object, and to put the markers of questioning and negation near 

to each other. These pressures are grammaticized as constraints on full verbs in some 

questions.  

d)  Cognitive pressures for simplicity generalize these constraints to all full verbs, and re-

express them as positive rules referring to auxiliary verbs.  

e)  Cognitive and functional pressures (including sociolinguistic pressures) combine to 

make this newly-enriched category more easily recognizable by allowing auxiliaries 

alone to be reduced to clitics and to take reduced n't. 

f)  Cognitive pressures for simplicity and harmony have removed some exceptions, and are 

still removing others, thus tidying up the effects of earlier changes. 

DISCUSSION 

Iskandarova in her article about grammaticalization process states that one of the 

transformations in the development of the language is considered to grammaticalization at a 

grammatical level. While losing their lexical meaning the words go through several stages. Thus, 

it could be concluded that grammaticalization has a gradual nature. The process of 

grammaticalization has three levels: 

1) The words that have become the basis for grammaticalization 

2) Partially grammaticalized words (analytic forms of the verbs (ko‟makchilar), one part 

of postpositions(ko‟makchilar)) 

3) Completely grammaticalized words (postpositions, conjunctions such as uchun, kabi, 

singari, bilan) 

Turkic languages have about 25 verbs that can serve either as lexical or auxiliary verbs 

expressing TAM categories. The abbreviation TAM stands for tense, aspect and mood. 

Graschenkov in his works uses the terms TAM auxiliaries, TAM markers to describe the type of 

helping verbs which are equal to “ko‟makchi fe‟llar” in the Uzbek language. According to 

Hojiev, there are 27 lexical items in the Uzbek language that can be used either as independent 

lexical verbs or as TAM auxiliaries (or postverbial auxiliaries). As regular verbs they do not 

have any distinctive features from other verbal lexemes. However, when they are applied in the 

form of auxiliaries they have a fixed position after the meaning verb, and express significantly 

different meaning (Johanson 1995, Erdal 2004).   

Graschenkov also calls grammaticalization, namely auxiliation, a shift from lexical verbs 

to TAM markers, when the notion is applied to Turkic languages. He highlights the following 

properties of the Turkic auxiliary verb constructions where the second verb grammaticalizes and 

loses its primary meaning only indicating certain shades of the preceding verb: 

1. They are created as a sequence of two or more verbs, the lexical verb coming first and the 

auxiliary verb follows it; 

2. Such verb chain cannot be split; 

3. It has the common phrasal stress; 

4. The meaning of such construction is defined by the first lexical item; 

5. Only verbs from a very limited group can serve as an auxiliary verb.  
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Shluinskiy provides the following examples in Tubalar dialect which shares common 

features with the Uzbek language in terms of semantics and syntax. Therefore we find it 

appropriate to equalize it to the Uzbek language: 

- Wasja   uxta – p  tur – dy. (Tubalar d.) 

- Vasya   uxla – b  tur- di. (Uzbek) 

- Vasya   sleep – CONV  stay – PST.  

In this sentence three different meanings can be elicited according to the context.  

1) Vasya stood when sleeping. 

2) Vasya slept and (then) stood. 

3) Vasya was sleeping.  

In the third translation the verb “tur” (stand) loses its lexical meaning and bears in itself 

tense/aspect marking.  

As stated by Hawkins, some sentences have such configurations that are not easy to parse 

(parsing is analyzing syntactically by assigning a constituent structure to a sentence). They can 

be interpreted differently. Johanson states that in written language, the constructions may be 

ambiguous between actional and aspectual meanings, whereas this ambiguity is dispelled by 

prosodic means in spoken language. Graschenkov provides the following examples in the 

Kazakh language which can easily be translated and comprehended by native speakers of the 

Uzbek language. The sentence is interpreted in three different ways. He also states that the more 

material we have in such sentences, the more significantly increases parsing difficulty.  

1. [Nurlan koldin manynda [suga  qara-p]  tur-dy] (Kazakh) 

  V1      V2 

[Nurlan  ko‟l   yonida  [suvga   qara-b]  tur-di] (Uzbek) 

Nurlan  lake   near   water   look – Conv. Stay-Pst 

Meaning: Looking at the water, Nurlan stayed near the lake.  

 

2. [Nurlan [koldin manynda  suga   qara-p]  tur-dy] (Kazakh) 

   V1                  V2 

[Nurlan  [ko‟l   yonida  suvga  qara-b]  tur-di] (Uzbek) 

Nurlan  lake   near   water   look – Conv. Stay-Pst 

Meaning: Looking at the water near the lake, Nurlan stayed.  

 

3. [Nurlan koldin manynda suga   qara-p  tur-dy] (Kazakh) 

   V1                  V2 

[Nurlan  ko‟l   yonida  suvga  qara-b tur-di] (Uzbek) 

Nurlan  lake   near   water   look – Conv. Stay-Pst 

Meaning: Nurlan was looking at the water near the lake. 

In the third interpretation the subject and all the other material become attributed not to the V2 

item as in the previous two interpretations, but to the whole V1+V2 complex. In the first two 

sentences “qarab + turdi” has a “converbial V1 + main V2” structure and in the third it is 

reinterpreted as a “verb + auxiliary”. 

Graschenkov points out that the structural approach does not have an answer to how a 

new grammatical meaning depends on the lexical semantics of the source item. Thus it is 
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impossible to predict why, for instance, certain auxiliaries have a modal meaning while others 

carry a durative meaning. However, considering semantics of source items, one can find regular 

correlation among them and new grammatical categories: verbs of position and non-directional 

movement grammaticalize into durative/progressive markers; verbs of directional movement into 

resultative markers, perception verbs into modals and so on. Graschenkov detects the following 

most regular grammatical meanings among Turkic auxiliary verbs: 

1) Duration and perfectivity (aspectual) 

2) Attemptive and possibilitative (modal) 

3) Applicativity 

- Lexemes used in the function of duration are position verbs: qol, yot, o’tir (stay, lie, sit) 

- The verbs of undirected movements: bor (go, move) 

- Perfective meaning is provided by the verbs of arrival/departure: yur, ket, kel, qol(go, 

leave, come, remain) 

- verbs of change of position/location: qo’y, yubor (put, send) 

- verbs of applicative function: ol, ber (take, give) 

Take introduces an action benefactive for the subject and give denotes benefactivity for 

somebody else‟s sake. 

- Bil (know) has a modal meaning of ability and attempt.  

Attempts are also frequently introduced by the auxiliary verb ko’r (see), but it is unclear whether 

the doer succeeded.  

            CONCLUSION 

The list of auxiliaries in Turkic languages, particularly in Uzbek remains close to the 

original during the last thousand years. Additionally, it must be noted that many lexical items 

provide the same grammatical meaning. Perfective and durative aspectual domains are the best 

examples.   
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